A2 - REVISION UNITS 1 AND 2
1. Match the word to the picture.
Library

Factory

Post office

Café

Castle

School

Bus stop

Train station
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2. Vocabulary review. Match the words with the correct definitions.

wake up

have a shower

go to bed

have breakfast

get up

go to work

have dinner

practice some
sport

go home

brush your teeth.

1. Just before you fall asleep you _____

______ ____.

2. When the alarm clock rings you _______

___ _____.

3. After getting dressed you _________

_ _____.

4. At the dinner table with your family you ______ _____.
5. To be clean you ______

____ _____.

6. To keep fit you ________

__ _____.

7. To get a salary at the end of the month you ________.
8. To have healthy teeth you _____

__________.

9. To rest after a long day you ________
10. After a restful night's sleep, you _________

_______.
______.
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3. Grammar review. Select the correct answer.
Complete the following letter using there is / there are or is there / are there in
its different forms when corresponding:
Dear Nancy,
I live in Madrid now in a very nice apartment. Madrid is a big city and it has a
lot of shops but just round the corner ____________ a bakery. In my
neighborhood ____________ several cafés and cinemas. ____________
also one supermarket. ____________ any cinemas near your place? When
you come and visit me we can go to see a film. So far I am happy here. I
only miss a sports centre because ____________ any nearby. Let´s keep in
touch.
Best regards,
Adrian
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4. Read the following text and select the correct answers.
Ivan’s day in the city
I live in the outskirts and I always travel to the city on Saturdays because most
shops are open and there is a lot going on. I don´t like to drive my car to the
centre because it is crowded so I normally take the bus. Once I am there, I
usually go shopping or for a walk. Then I always meet my friends at Bruno´s,
an Italian restaurant we like very much, and then I sometimes go to the cinema.
If not, I visit my granny and we have tea together. In the evening, I take the bus
back home and I usually cook dinner for myself. Then I sometimes watch TV or
read a book on the sofa. I don´t like to go to bed too late because on Sundays I
always get up early for a walk in the countryside. I love nature.
1. Does Ivan go to the city every day?

☐ No, he doesn’t, he goes only on Mondays.
☐ No, he doesn’t, he goes only on Saturdays.
2. Does Ivan drive his own car?

☐ Yes, he does.
☐ No, he doesn’t. He takes the bus.
3. Where does Ivan have lunch?

☐ At an Italian restaurant.
☐ At a Mexican restaurant.
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4. Who does he visit in the city?

☐ He visits his uncle.
☐ He visits his grandmother.
5. How does Ivan get back home?

☐ He takes the bus.
☐ He walks back home.
6. What does Ivan do in the evening?

☐ He watches TV.
☐ He has a shower.
7. Does Ivan like nature?

☐ No, he hates nature.
☐ Yes, he does.
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CORRECT ANSWERS
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1. Match the word to the picture.

Post office

Library

Café

Bus stop

8

School

Train station

Factory

Castle
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2. Vocabulary review. Match the words with the correct definitions.

wake up

have a shower

go to bed

have breakfast

get up

go to work

have dinner

practice some
sport

go home

brush your teeth.

1. Just before you fall asleep you ____go to bed_

_.

2. When the alarm clock rings you ____wake up______ .
3. After getting dressed you _____have a breakfast___ .
4. At the dinner table with your family you ___have dinner.
5. To be clean you ____have a shower

_______ .

6. To keep fit you ____practice some sport

_________.

7. To get a salary at the end of the month you _go to work.
8. To have healthy teeth you ____brush your teeth______.
9. To rest after a long day you ____go home _________ .
10. After a restful night's sleep, you_____get up________.
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3. Grammar review. Select the correct answer.
Complete the following letter using there is / there are or is there / are there in
its different forms when corresponding:
Dear Nancy,
I live in Madrid now in a very nice apartment. Madrid is a big city and it has a
lot of shops but just round the corner __there is____ a bakery. In my
neighborhood ___there are__ several cafés and cinemas. _There is___ also
one supermarket. __Are there___ any cinemas near your place? When you
come and visit me we can go to see a film. So far I am happy here. I only
miss a sports centre because ___there isn’t___ any nearby. Let´s keep in
touch.
Best regards,
Adrian
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4. Read the following text and select the correct answers.
Ivan’s day in the city
I live in the outskirts and I always travel to the city on Saturdays because most
shops are open and there is a lot going on. I don´t like to drive my car to the
centre because it is crowded so I normally take the bus. Once I am there, I
usually go shopping or for a walk. Then I always meet my friends at Bruno´s,
an Italian restaurant we like very much, and then I sometimes go to the cinema.
If not, I visit my granny and we have tea together. In the evening, I take the bus
back home and I usually cook dinner for myself. Then I sometimes watch TV or
read a book on the sofa. I don´t like to go to bed too late because on Sundays I
always get up early for a walk in the countryside. I love nature.
1. Does Ivan go to the city every day?

☐ No, he doesn’t, he goes only on Mondays.
☒ No, he doesn’t, he goes only on Saturdays.
2. Does Ivan drive his own car?

☐ Yes, he does.
☒ No, he doesn’t. He takes the bus.
3. Where does Ivan have lunch?

☒ At an Italian restaurant.
☐ At a Mexican restaurant.
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4. Who does he visit in the city?

☐ He visits his uncle.
☒ He visits his grandmother.
5. How does Ivan get back home?

☒ He takes the bus.
☐ He walks back home.
6. What does Ivan do in the evening?

☒ He watches TV.
☐ He has a shower.
7. Does Ivan like nature?

☐ No, he hates nature.
☒ Yes, he does.
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